Prelert Releases Diagnostics Download for
Application Performance Management
First to Provide Enterprise Scale Big Data Analytics for
Infrastructure and Application Management in an Easily
Consumed Downloadable Product
Boston, MA April 23, 2012
Prelert® (http://www.prelert.com), the technology leader in machine learning, predictive analytics
for infrastructure and application management today announced the immediate availability of
Prelert Diagnostics. This downloadable version of Prelert’s flagship product installs in minutes
and provides immediate value analyzing historical data sets from existing monitoring tools. The
first version of Prelert Diagnostics integrates directly with CA Application Performance
Management (CA APM).
Prelert enhances existing infrastructure and application monitoring tools with an easily deployed
layer of 3rd generation machine learning analytics. Processing millions of metrics and log
notifications, without the need for rules, templates or thresholds, Prelert identifies the cross-metric
patterns that are the causal chain of activities behind performance problems. Prelert applies Big
Data analytics to huge volumes of monitoring metrics and log notifications to provide IT support
personnel with time saving insights to the behavior patterns that exist in their critical application
environments.
The release of Prelert Diagnostics as a downloadable version of these powerful analytics sets a
new bar for easily consumable enterprise software. Configured to support CA APM, Prelert
Diagnostics is priced at $5,000 for a one-month license and is available as a one time free trial for
30 days.
"Machine Intelligence has evolved beyond Expert Systems and Neural Networks to enable
scalable products that can self-learn without the need for rules, models, templates. Prelert applies
this technology to allow IT teams to more easily achieve the full value of their existing
management systems regardless of their level of expertise,” explains Mark Jaffe, Prelert CEO.
“Prelert’s machine learning predictive analytics technology is highly complementary to our
Enterprise Management product line,” said Mike Sargent, general manager, Enterprise
Management, CA Technologies. “We are pleased to be working with Prelert to provide our
customers with a new dimension of predictive management so they can easily attain even higher
levels of IT operations efficiencies that drive better business outcomes.”
About Prelert
Prelert turbocharges IT teams with the power of Machine Intelligence™ through easily consumed
products that provide significant value in hours. Today’s complex IT environments generate more
monitoring data than humans can efficiently structure or analyze. Prelert harnesses the power of
3rd generation machine learning Big Data analytics to quickly expose actionable patterns hidden
in huge volumes of data so that IT experts can provide higher services at lower costs in less time.
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